• Over 1.5 million seafarers globally transport 95% of the world’s goods.
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• Seafarers are taking on heavier workloads
with fewer crew, and working longer hours
with less time off leading to fatigue.
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• Loneliness and depression have become
major concerns as seafarers are separated
from their families for up to a year.
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• The fast turnaround times of modern ships
often result in a limited time for shore leave,
if allowed at all, compounding the isolation for men and women at sea.
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Global Maritime Ministries exists to provide holistic Christian ministry
by meeting the spiritual, emotional, and
physical needs of seafarers at the Port
of New Orleans and the Port of South
Louisiana.
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As we help seafarers on the ships and at
our center we share the Gospel message.
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We have many ways for you to be
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